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This is a final technical report on the academic achievements of Dr. Gerald Mace, who

was the recent recipient of a graduate fellowship from the NASA Goddard Earth
Science Graduate Student Program (NGESGSP). Gerald successfully completed all

requirements for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy and graduated from The
Pennsylvania State University in May, 1994. The title of Gerald's doctoral dissertation
is "Development of Large-Scale Diagnostic Analysis Techniques Applicable to Regional
Arrays of Wind Profilersf and Radiosondes."

The enclosed curriculum vita summarizes the presentations given and papers
published during Gerald's tenure as a NGESGSP Feiiow. Most of his work centered
around the First International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project Regional Experiment
(FIRE Cirrus II) held in Coffeyville, KS, during November and December, 1991, where
he served as lead weather forecaster for the field project. Data collected during this

period were subsequently analyzed by Gerald and led to the bulk of the results
discussed in his doctoral dissertation. Other ma]o( projects in which Gerald participated
while a NGESGSP Fellow included the US Department of Energy's Atmospheric
Radiation Measurement Program and NASA's deployment to Townsville, Australia
during January and February, 1993, as part of the Tropical Oceans Global Atmosphere
Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere Response Experiment where he provided weather
forecasting support.

A major portion of Gerald's work has recently been accepted to the FIRE Cirrus II
special issue of the Journal of Atmospheric Sciences. It is entitled "Examination of
coupling between an upper tropospheric Cloud system and synoptic-scale dynamics
diagnosed from wind profiler and radiosonde data." Gerald is lead author on this work
with three co-authors including yourself, myself and Patrick Minnis of NASA Langley.
This manuscript is attached as the scientific portion of this final report. In addition,
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Abstract

The evolution of synoptic-scale dynamics associated with a middle and upper tropospheric

cloud event that occurred on 26 November 1991 is examined. The case under consideration

occurred during the FIRE CIRRUS-II Intensive Field Observing Period held in CoffeyviUe,

KS during Nov. and Dec., 1991. Using data from the wind prof'der demonstration network

and a temporally and spatially augmented radiosonde array, emphasis is given to explaining

the evolution of the kinematically-derived ageostrophic vertical circulations and correlating

the circulation with the forcing of an extensively sampled cloud field. This is facilitated by

decomposing the horizontal divergence into its component parts through a natural coordinate

representation of the flow. Ageostrophic vertical circulations are inferred and compared to

the circulation forcing arising from geostrophic confluence and shearing deformation derived

from the Sawyer-Eliassen Equation. It is found that a thermodynamically indirect vertical

circulation existed in association with a jet streak exit region. The circulation was displaced

to the cyclonic side of the jet axis due to the orientation of the jet exit between a deepening

diffluent trough and building ridge. The cloud line formed in the ascending branch of the

vertical circulation with the most concentrated cloud development occurring in conjunction

with the maximum large-scale vertical motion. The relationship between the large scale

dynamics and the parameterization of middle and upper tropospheric clouds in Iarge-scale

models is discussed and an example of ice water contents derived from a parameterization

forced by the diagnosed vertical motions and observed water vapor contents is presented.
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1. Introduction

In his review article, Liou (1986) states that cirrus clouds are one of the most

important yet least understood components of the climate system. Covering as much as one-

third of the earth's surface and having unique microphysical and radiative characteristics,

cirrus undoubtedly has a profound influence on climate. The ability to characterize

accurately these upper-tropospheric ice-phase clouds in General Circulation Models (GCMs)

has long been recognized as a serious shortcoming of present-day simulations of future and

past climate. Cirrus clouds present a multi-faceted challenge that spans the entire range of

the cloud parameterization problem. At the smallest scales, the optical characteristics of

cirrus that stem, in large part, from complicated crystal characteristics, are not well known

and, therefore, difficult to accurately represent in a GCM parameterization. At smaller

scales, cirrus clouds owe their existence primarily to turbulent motions. However, as shown

in the modeling studies of Starr and Cox (1985a and b), the meso-synoptic scale ascent is

quite important to the evolution of the macroscopic cloud properties. Macroscopic

characteristics such as cloud thickness, aerial coverage and optical depth have been shown to

be quite sensitive to the large-scale vertical motion. This sensitivity to the large-scale ascent

contributes to the mesoscale organization of cirrus cloud systems documented in several case

studies (Sassen, et al., 1989, Starr and Wylie, 1990).

The fact that cirrus cloud systems tend to be organized on scales approaching that of

current GCMs makes realistic parameterization of cirrus an achievable goal. This presumes

that relationships between the model dynamics and thermodynamics and the occurrence and

characteristics of non-convective cirrus cloud are we!! understood. This is not, however, the

case. Most GCMs diagnose the presence of supersaturation clouds in the upper troposphere

based on undocumented relationships between cirrus occurrence and relative humidity

(Slingo, 1987). The optical properties are, then, specified based on cloud height. While the

humidity undoubtedly plays a crucial role in the existence of cirrus clouds, well-established

statistical relationships between upper tropospheric relative humidity on any scale and the

resulting cloud fraction, cloud depth or optical characteristics do not as yet exist. This is

largely due to the difficulty of accurately measuring water vapor content at cold upper

tropospheric temperatures (Starr and Melfi, 1991). As pointed out by Slingo (1987), several

additional parameters may be useful in leading to correct diagnoses of the presence of cloud.

These are the vertical velocity, stability and vertical wind shear. Considering the coarse

vertical resolution of most GCMs relative to the observed scales of many cirrus layers (Start

and Wylie, 1990), Richardson Number considerations would not be useful as a diagnostic
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since they ultimately dependon the depth over which the vertical finite differencing is
conducted. This was shown in a radiosondestudy by Starr and Cox (1980) where

RichardsonNumberswerefound to bepoorpredictorsof thepresenceof cirrus. Thevertical

resolutionof thesoundingstheyusedwassomewhatfiner thanthatof mostGCMs.

An exampleof a physicallybasedparameterizationthat usesthe large scalevertical

velocity and the observedrelative humidity is the ice water content parameterization
described by Heymsfield and Donner (1990; hereafter referred to as the HD

parameterization). This parameterizationuses an expression that balances crystal

sedimentationwith vapordeposition.Uitimateiy, it is the largescaleverticalvelocity andthe

water vapor availability that determinethequantity of ice in a particular layer. Essentially,

the HD parameterizationis a diagnosticsynthesisof thephysicsusedin the cirrus model of

StarrandCox (1985a).

In a recent study, Sodenand Donner (1994), using ECMWF analysesand ISCCP

cloud products,demonstratedthat the HD parameterizationis able to capture the spatial
variabiiit-y-of opficai depth on global scales. However,-they noted iargediscrepancles

betweenthe absolutevaluesof theparameterizedandsatellite-derivedopticaldepths. While

severalfactors may havecontributedto the differences,the largely unknown relationship

between large scale vertical velocity and cirrus microphysical characteristicscertainly
contributed. This is evidencedby a strong latitudinal dependenceof the discrepanciesin

their July study,the largestdifferencesoccurringin the southernhemisphere. While model

error may havebeenafactor in thedata-sparseSouthernHemisphere,it is equally likely that
thecirrus formed in thebaroclinicregionsof theAustralWinter wasfundamentallydifferent

from thecirrus formed in themoreconvectivleyactivetropicsandsummerhemisphere.The

relationshipbetweenthe bulk optical characteristicsof cirrus and the synoptic regime in

which they form is not presently understood. This lack of knowledge representsa
fund_en_ defiCiencyin our ability to characterizeacc_ateiy ci0ud-ciimateinteraction in

An improvedunderstandingof the instantaneousradiativetransfer throughobserved

cirrus will not benefit climate prediction efforts unless a concomitant connection is achieved

unambiguously between the clouds being studied and the actual dynamics on multiple scales.

Furthermore, even though a correct diagnosis of the large-scale ascent and upper tropospheric

humidities is crucial, simply knowing these quantities is insufficient. The radiative

characteristics of cirrus in a particular situation are undoubtedly a reflection of_e hiStory of

the airmass in which they have formed (Sassen et al. 1994). The evolution o" the vertical

motions and the upper tropospheric water vapor fields must be placed into the context of the

evolving dynamics. In short, to advance toward the stated goals of FIRE (Starr, This Issue),
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it is requisite upon us to quantitatively connect the observed radiative transfer and

microphysics to a thorough and verifiable explanation of the observed GCM-resolvable large

scale dynamics.

The association of cirrus with midlatitude synoptic regimes has a long history in the

literature (Stone, 1957; Conover, 1960). Heymsfield (1977) presented a detailed aircraft-

based study of cirrus formation in a spectrum of midlatitude synoptic situations. Shapiro

(1978) suggested using satellite-observed cirriform cellular structure as a means of

diagnosing the turbulent scales associated with certain jet flows. Sassen et al. (1989) using

lidar and radiosonde data, correlated the occurrence of cirrus with subtropical jet streams and

elevated frontal zones. Using radiosonde network analyses and surface-based lidar and

aircraft observations, Starr and Wylie (1990) analyzed several cirrus events associated with

the passage of a jet streak and upper tropospheric ridge. They found strong evidence for

mesoscale organization of the cloud decks and noted that the cirrus formed in association

with lower tropospheric weather systems although this association was due to a natural

superposition of separate forcings rather than a common cause. They demonstrated that large

scale vertical motions in the cirrus generating regions tended to be about 5-7 cm s-1 although

unambiguous estimates of the large-scale ascent could not be made in all cases.

In explaining the meso- and larger-scale dynamics of the cirrus events presented

below, we will couch the explanation in terms of vertical circulations forced in jet flows

(Keyser and Shapiro, 1986). In a straight jet streak with negligible thermal advection,

transverse ageostrophic motions associated with along-stream parcel accelerations lead to

thermodynamically direct (indirect) vertical circulations in the jet entrance (exit) region. The

vertical branches of these cells tend to straddle the jet axis with the relative magnitudes of the

vertical and horizontal branches proportional to the potential vorticity, as can be seen by

examining the Sawyer-Eliassen equation (Keyser and Shapiro, 1986), More generally the

thermal advection cannot be neglected owing to the phase lags between the thermal and

momentum fields. Therefore, cold (warm) air advection is typically found in the entrance

(exit) region. The combined effect of thermal advection and horizontal shear tend to shift the

vertical circulations laterally. For instance, cold air advection in the entrance region of jet

tends to shift the transverse ageostrophic circulation to the anticyclonic side of the jet axis.

The placement of the descending branch beneath the jet axis in the entrance region occurs in

association with elevated frontal zones and tropopause folds (Keyser and Shapiro, 1986).

Arguing from gradient wind concepts, Keyser and Shapiro (1986) conjectured that when a jet

is placed at the base of a long-wave trough, the along-stream ageostrophic motions induced

by flow curvature will reinforce the vertical branches of the ageostrophic motions. It is the

modulation of the ascending branches of the ageostrophic circulations by the flow field
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dynamicsandtheir superpositionwith theuppertroposphericmoisturefield that areof direct

importanceto thedevelopmentandmaintenanceof cirrus cloud decks. For instance,Sassen

et al. (1994) describeseveralcirrus eventsthatdisplayedunusualmicrophysicaland optical
characteristics. It was shownthat the characteristicsof theseCloudscameabout through

complicatedhistory of tropopausefolds associatedwith polar and subtropicaljet streaks.

The injection of stratosphericaerosolinto the uppertroposphereinteractedwith subtropical
moisturelayersin thejet entranceregionsto form theseclouds. Thedynamicalhistory of the

airmasswasall-importantto theresultingcirrus cloudcharacteristics.

Placing cloud evolution into a dynamical context can be accomplishedquite

efficiently using cloud-resolvingmesoscalemodels(Jensenet al., this issue). However, in

suchstudiesit is difficult to attributediscrepanciesbetweenobservationand modeloutput to

the simulated dynamicsor the cloud modeling algorithm. In order to compliment the

mesoscalemodelingefforts, we haveimplementedananalysisschemebasedexclusively on

combinedwind profiler andradiosondedata. While a measureof uncertaintyexists in the

data, this uncertaintyis generallyquantifiableandplacesknown boundson the objectively

analyzedquantities. The resultingdescriptionof the synopticscaledynamicsrepresentsa

groundtruth againstwhichfiner-scalemodelscanbecompared.

While the dynamical characteristicsof elevatedjet streakshave been discussed
theoretically and diagnosedin the output of idealized models, few studies have used

observations.A notableexceptionis the work of Shapiro (1981)who solvedthe Sawyer-

Eliassenequationwith theforcing definedvia analysisof radiosonde and aircraft data. He

demonstrated that horizontal shear of the geostrophic wind in the cross-stream direction

acting on along front thermal gradients can force mid-tropospheric subsident motions. The

front examined by Shapiro displayed a direct vertical circulation in the lower troposphere

while an indirect circulation was diagnosed in the upper troposphere. More recently, Sanders

(1990) examined an intense northwesterly jet and investigated the evolution of the potential

vorticity field and strong subsidence beneath the jet core forced by cold air advection.

Cammas and Ramond (1989) used ECMWF analyses to decompose the horizontal divergence

and ageostrophic wind in a natural coordinate reference frame to show that the association of

flow curvature with along-stream speed accelerations can significantly modify the classical

models derived from the Sawyer-Eliassen equation and gradient wind concepts.

We will adopt the conceptual approach of Cammas and Rammond (1989) in this

study. Working from objectively analyzed wind profiler and radiosonde data, the transverse

ageostrophic circulation and its associated forcing will be estimated. The vertical

circulations will be combined with analyses of the thermodynamic and water vapor smacture

in the upper troposphere to describe the evolution of a middle and upper tropospheric cloud

6
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field sampledduring the FIRE Cirrus-II field campaign. The diagnoseddynamics and

thermodynamicswill becombinedwith thewatervaporfield in the HD parameterizationto

demonstratethe advantageof using data-basedtechniquesto evaluateand improve cloud

parameterizations.

2. Data Processing and Analysis Techniques

The goal of the analysis presented herein is to document the evolution of the synoptic

scale dynamical mechanisms important to regional cloud formation. Given typical spacing

between observing points of 175-200 km, the characteristics of the synoptic scale dynamics

are well resolved. While the dynamics on the mesoscale can be inferred from the data in

certain cases, the spacing between data points precludes a quantitative analysis of the spatial

characteristics of the meso- and smaller-scale features. Therefore, the data processing and

analysis techniques described below are specifically designed to remove atmospheric signal

below the spatial resolution of the network.

2a. Initial Processing of Wind Profiler Data

The diagnostic analyses presented below rely exclusively on data collected from the

Wind Profiler Demonstration Network (WPDN; Chadwick, 1986) and the spatially and

temporally augmented conventional radiosonde network. Fig. 1 shows the geographic

distribution of the radiosonde network and WPDN as it existed in November 1991. The

WPDN, composed of 18 profilers, existed in a roughly 350 km wide swath from southeast

Wyoming to northern Louisiana. We will refer to the hexagonal array of wind profilers

centered on the Lamont, OK (LMN) profiler as the inner array of the WPDN. Coffeyville,

KS, the operational hub of the FIRE CIRRUS-II IFO, is located at the northeast vertex of the

inner array approximately 30 km south of the Neodesha, KS (NDS) profiler. Note that a

special network of four cross-chain linked atmospheric sounding systems (CLASS) was

situated such that Coffeyville was centered on the eastern side of an approximately

equilateral triangle. The location of an array of National Weather Service (NWS) radiosonde

stations that conducted three hourly soundings during the case study period are also shown in

Fig. 1. The operational modes of the radiosonde networks (CLASS and NWS) are described

by Starr (this issue).

The WPDN wind profilers, which operate at a frequency of 404.37 MHz, a

wavelength of 74 cm, provide two modes of data sampling, a high mode and a low mode.

The low mode is designed to sample the lower troposphere and provides measurements from



500 m abovegroundlevel (AGL) to 9.25km AGL. The vertical resolutionin this modeis

250 m with 250 m gatespacing. The high modeprovidesmeasurementsfrom 7.5 km to

16.25 km AGL. This mode provides 1 km vertical resolution and 250 m gate spacing.

Shorter pulse widths are used in the low mode and enable a higher vertical resolution.

However, low signal to noise frequently becomes a problem for this mode above

approximately five to six kilometers. Therefore, the high mode observations are always used

where the modes overlap, sacrificing vertical resolution for better overall data quality in the

middle troposphere. For further details concerning wind profiler technology, the reader is

referred to Gage and Balsley (1978). The wind profiler data used in this study are hourly

averaged horizontal winds derived from the six-minute Doppler moments. As described in

detail by Mace (1994), a consensus averaging scheme (Strauch et al., 1981; Fischler and

BoUes, 1984) was applied to remove erroneous observations from the moments time series.

After converting the radial velocities to horizontal components, a running hourly average,

centered on the nominal observation time, was applied to create the hourly mean horizontal

winds. The hourly averaged winds were hand filtered to remove any obviously bad data

from the time series and all winds were linearly interpolated to 250 m height increments

above mean sea level up to 15 km. This technique was applied to all data collected by the

WPDN profilers during the FIRE Cirrus-II field campaign.

The regional proximity of the WPDN to the FIRE Cirrus-II operational area provides

an opportunity for investigation of the wind field throughout the troposphere and lower

stratosphere. Apart from the obvious sampling differences between radiosondes and wind

profilers, the primary advantage of the WPDN observations is their nominal 1 hour temporal

resolution. However since the length scales resolved by observations spaced at

approximately 250 km are on the order of 1500-2000 km (Thiebaux and Pedder, 1987;

Davies-Jones, 1993; Mace, 1994), one hour temporal resolution may be more than is needed

to adequately characterize the synoptic-scale evolution of meteorological features.

Therefore, to take full advantage of the temporal resolution of the WPDN data, a time-space

conversion scheme is applied. Described in Appendix A, this algorithm takes the

observations collected 1 hour before and after a particular time and places them along a

curved trajectory streamline estimated from the spatial and temporal characteristics of the

wind field. The assumption is made that the only acceleration acting on the air parcels is the

centripetal acceleration required to maintain the parcels on the curved trajectory. While this

scheme effectively coarsens the temporal resolution to 3 hours, the number of observations

available every third hour increases substantially, thereby, decreasing the uncertainty in

horizontal derivatives diagnosed from the wind fields (Davies-Jones, 1993). This is
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especiallyadvantageousin the innerarrayof theWPDNwhere,underideal circumstances,a
densenetwork of observationscanbecreatedfrom the7 availableprofilers.

2b. Initial Processingof Radiosonde Data

All radiosonde data collected during FIRE Cirrus-II were processed at full vertical

resolution. The raw NWS radiosonde data has six second (roughly 30 m) vertical resolution

and consists of temperature, pressure, humidity and elevation and azimuth angles.

Processing of the raw data combined several steps designed to generate a research product

interpolated to pressure levels at 40 to 60 meter vertical resolution. The data were scanned

for obvious or potential errors such as increasing pressure with height or for values that had

been previously flagged or interpolated by the NWS processing routines. The raw pressure,

elevation and azimuth angle data were smoothed using a variable-width, multi-pass

regression technique that was designed to reduce Root Mean Square (RMS) uncertainty in

the derived products. Using the smoothed pressure time series, the time series of standard

pressure levels was determined and the observed temperature and relative humidity profiles

were interpolated to the standard levels. Location information was generated at the standard

pressure levels using the smoothed elevation and azimuth angles. Horizontal winds were

then calculated using a centered differencing scheme with the location data. Quality flags

were assigned to each sounding using manual inspection.

Further processing of the radiosonde soundings was motivated by the desire to

combine the mass and water vapor fields observed by the radiosondes with simultaneous

WPDN wind observations. While both sets of observations ultimately compliment one

another, meshing data from the two observational platform types into a dynamically

consistent whole needs to be carefully considered. The wind profilers provide horizontal

wind velocities in 250-meter layers. The hourly wind reported within a layer closely

approximates a true average, being composed of several six-minute time integrations of the

backscattered radar energy from that volume. Radiosondes, however, report nearly

instantaneous thermodynamic quantities at approximately 30-meter vertical intervals. Since

a radiosonde flight takes 1-2 hours and the sensor typically drifts several tens of km during

the flight, the vertical profile of a sounding is a collection of individual point measurements,

each a function of latitude, longitude, elevation and time. The four dimensionality of a

sounding is typically not a problem when considering data from the operational radiosonde

network. With soundings at 12-hour intervals and separated by 400 km, 50-km drift over a

couple of hours does not introduce significant error when considering the temporal and

spatial scales that can be resolved by the conventional network (Sanders, 1988). However,



during the FIRE Cirrus-II field deployment,radiosondesitesin theKansas-Oklahomaregion

wereseparatedby lessthanhalf thenormalspacing(Fig. 1) andthetemporalresolutionwas
enhancedmuch of the time (Start',This Issue). Therefore, taking full advantageof the

combinedradiosonde and wind profiler networks requires a careful accounting of balloon

drift and the temporal characteristics of the observations.

The temporal and vertical coordinates defined by the wind profiler observations are

specified as the coordinate values to which the radiosonde data are interpolated. This choice

is intuitive since enough information exists in each radiosonde sounding to unambiguously

interpolate the data to any vertical coordinate; this is clearly not the case for the wind

profilers. Additionally, regional kinematic analyses using the wind profiler data are possible

at a much finer temporal resolution than from the radiosonde data. For consistency,

therefore, physical height will be used as the vertical coordinate in this work.

So that the radiosonde and wind profiler data can be combined into a single

diagnostic framework, the vertical resolution of the radiosonde data were coarsened and the

soundings were temporally interpolated to approximate the vertical resolution and the

nominal times of the wind profi]erobServati0ns. The soundings were vertically averaged to

the same 250 meter height increments as the wind profiler data using all available

observations 125 m above and below each profiler data level. All data elements in the

sounding were treated in this way including the latitudes, longitudes and times of each

observation. After performing the vertical °av-eragingon°a time series of Soundings from a

particular observing site, the layer-mean time values were used to temporally interpolate the

vertically averaged temperature, pressure, specific humidity, u and _, wind components and

latitude and longitude to the top of each hour to match the nominal valid times of the hourly

wind profiler data. _ - -

This technique, which is similar to one described by Frankhauser (1969), accounts for

the drift in the radiosonde during flight and for the time interval of the ascent. Thus,

displacements of the sensors in both space and time are considered when performing spatial

objective analysis of the data. The most obvious limitation is the temporal resolution of the

soundings relative to the wind profiler observations. Therefore, in practice, diagnostics that

require thermodynamic info_ation willonly be performed at the nominal sounding times.

Also, only temporally enhanced sounding periods (3-6 hourly) are considered when temporal

derivatives of the thermodynamic data are necessary. These processing techniques were

applied to all radiosonde data collected during FIRE Cirrus-II.

2c. Spatial Objective Analysis of Wind Profiler and Radiosonde Data

10
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After the initial processing steps have been completed, the wind and thermodynamic

data tend to be randomly distributed over the analysis region. In principle it would be

possible to perform spatial objective analysis using the function surface fitting techniques

traditionally applied to data of these types: namely, to divide the analysis domain into data

polygons, perform function surface fitting of low order polynomials to the polygon centroids

and conduct a diagnostic analysis directly from the centroid-analyzed data fields (Zamora et

al, 1987; Carlson and Forbes, 1988). As shown by Davies-Jones (1993), however, direct

examination of the polygon centroid values tends to be most applicable to smaller data

networks (from three to seven or so data points) that extend over limited geographical

regions. When applied to extended arrays with a variable spatial distribution of data points,

it becomes difficult to optimize the function surface fitting technique to reduce the

uncertainty in observational and aliasing error at the polygon centroids. Furthermore,

interpretation of the centroid results from several polygons is uncertain since polygons of

varying spatial extent and geometry have different responses to observational error and to

meteorological features below the resolution of the data network (Mace, 1994). Therefore,

we choose a slightly more involved process that is designed to minimize the influence of

observational and aliasing uncertainty.

Initially, the observations are mapped to a 1° latitude-longitude grid using the

bivariate interpolation scheme described by Akima (1978, 1984). This algorithm uses the

irregularly distributed data point positions to divide the analysis domain into triangular cells.

A bivariate quintic polynomial is then fitted to these ceils. Interpolation to the latitude-

longitude grid is performed using a fifth-order polynomial with coefficients determined from

the data triangles. Interpolation from the grid points back to the data points returns the input

values to within machine precision. Accuracy away from the data points depends largely on

the spatial density of the observations. Not surprisingly, spurious oscillations of the

interpolated values are noted when the interpolation grid is much finer than the density of the

observations. In order to avoid this undesirable characteristic, the diagnostic domain we

consider for quantitative analysis is restricted to the region bounded by the wind profiler

locations and enhanced (Fig. 1) radiosonde sites. However, all wind profiler and radiosonde

sites available are used at each analysis time. In other words, each analysis encompasses

most of the westem two-thirds of the continental United States. Also, it should be noted here

that the radiosonde-observed winds are not used in Kansas or Oklahoma. Inclusion of the

radiosonde winds into the wind field analysis in this region caused sharp discontinuities in

the time-series of kinematic quantities. This inconsistency is likely a reflection of the vastly

different measurement strategies employed by wind profilers and in calculating horizontal

winds from radiosondes. The wind profilers sample volumes of air in a height range as the
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air passesover the instrument. Here we averagethesevolume means for one hour.
Radiosondewinds, on theotherhand,arecomputedfrom a singlehorizontaldisplacementat

a particular time. Radiosondewindsare,therefore,muchmorelikely to containcomponents
from much smaller scalesof motion: scalesthat could not be resolved by the current

obsevationalnetwork. Thesesmaller-scalecomponentsarelikely averagedout of the wind

profiler winds. Thereforeto maintainconsistencyin the analysisproduct,only the profiler

windsareconsideredin theKansas-Oklahomaregion.

The interpolationschememapsthe observedfields exactlywithout considerationto
objectiveanalysisuncertainties.Therefore,themappedfields areconsideredto beequivalent

to the data in everyway. By this it is meantthat the observationalquantities(u, v, _ p, q)

now distributed on the regular grid contain the desired large-scale atmospheric signal, as well

as contributions from random observational error and from atmospheric signal of scale below

the network's spatial resolution. Our analysis goal is to filter the data such that only the

desired atmospheric signal remains. As shown by Thiebaux and Pedder (1987) and Davies-

Jones (1993), this analysis goal can be addressed by using overdetermined low-order

polynomials fitted to data in a least squares sense. Applying these techniques reduces the

magnitude of objective analysis uncertainties in a predictable way. Assuming that the

minimum length scale that can be resolved accurately by a network with 250 km spacing is

about 2500 km, a spatial filter based on an overdeterrnined plane surface is applied to the

gridded observations. The distribution of input data and an amplitude response curve of the

spatial filter is shown in Fig. 2. The spatial resolution of the smoothed data fields tends to be

2 degrees latitude by 2 degrees longitude. The RMS uncertainty of the analyzed quantities is

approximately rl5xI0 "6 where rl is the uncertainty in the observed quantity. By interpolating

the filtered wind fields back to the wind profiler locations, the amount of smoothing can be

examined. Shown in Fig. 3, the RMS difference of the smoothed to the original data is 3.5

ms -1. While the accepted uncertainty in the wind profiler data is near 2 ms "1 0 the

additional smoothing can be attributed to meteorological features below the specified

resolution of the analysis grid.

3. Case Study: November 26, 1991

The region we will concentrate on for quantitative analysis is bounded by southern

Nebraska, eastern Colorado, northern Texas, and western Missouri and Arkansas. This area,

which encloses the densest network of windprofiler and radiosonde sites (Fig. 1), will be

referred to as the analysis domain. Within this domain, the wind observations are supplied

exclusively by the WPDN. Outside of this region, the radiosonde-derived winds are used in
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the objective analysis scheme by are not displayed here or _ed for quantitative

application. We examine the period from 18 UTC 26 Nov. 1991_to 00 UTC 27 Nov.

1991 (27100). This period is chosen for several reasons. All radiosonde sites in the western

two-thirds of the United States began a three hourly launch schedule at 26/12. This enhanced

sounding period coincided with two distinct synoptic-scale upper tropospheric cloud systems

west of the Mississippi, one of which propagated through the analysis domain and was

sampled by surface-based instrumentation and research aircraft at Coffeyville.

3a. Synoptic Setting

The synoptic setting for this period is shown in Fig. 4a and b. A low-amplitude

ridge-trough pattern was established over North America early on 26 November.

Northwesterly flow in the upper troposphere ahead of the offshore ridge existed over the

West Coast while a broad diffluent trough is analyzed in the central United States. A strong

jet is embedded in the northwesterly flow over the westem third of the United States. Speed

maxima of more than 60 ms-1 were observed by radiosondes in southwestern Wyoming and

the Pacific Northwest. In the Kansas-Oklahoma region, wind speeds decreased substantially

compared to the West and the flow became diffluent in the upper troposphere. At the

surface, the western United States was dominated by a region of high pressure under the

broad upper level ridge while low pressure and an associated frontal system were situated in

the central United States. The analysis area was influenced by a broad southerly flow east of

the surface trough. The southerly flow extended from the Gulf of Mexico into southern

Canada.

By 27/00 a general amplification of the long-wave pattern is noted. Heights were

rising over the Rocky Mountain states at 300 mb (Fig. 4c) while height falls occurred over

the Pacific coast and central United States. A low-amplitude trough is evident at 300 mb

extending from the western Gulf of Mexico into southern Canada. The northwesterly jet had

become firmly established in the region of rising heights over the Rocky Mountain states.

The exit region of the jet had propagated into the analysis domain and a strong wind speed

gradient existed from east Texas northward to the Dakotas. At the surface (Fig. 4d), the low

in the north-central United States and the associated frontal system had propagated eastward

and deepened slightly.

Fig. 5 shows GOES infrared (IR) imagery for this period. While cold cloud tops

denoting optically thick cirrus cover much of the western one-half of the United States, two

identifiable broad-scale features can be identified. The eastern-most of these is oriented

perpendicular to the upper tropospheric flow and extends through central Oklahoma and into
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central and eastern Kansas. The east-west scale of this system increases considerably in the

northern Plains and extends from central Nebraska to the western Great Lakes. This system

bears a resemblance (at least in its southern portions) to a baroclinic leaf cirrus system

(Weldon, 1979: Starr and Wylie, 1990). This system appears to be correlated with the

deepening surface low and amplifying upper tropospheric disturbance identified above.

Cirrus westward of the Rocky Mountains, on the other hand, is associated with the

amplifying upper-tropospheric ridge. Cloud patterns here suggest an along-stream

orientation with optically thick cirrus occurring near the ridge axis and progressively thinner

and more patchy clouds extending to the flow inflection downstream of the ridge axis. This

large-scale cloud pattern is readily classified as a ridge-crest cirrus system in accordance with

Starr and Wylie (1990).

3b Kinematic Analysis

The 10 km profiler-derived wind field in the analysis region at 26/18 and 27/00 is

shown in Fig. 6. This height corresponds to the level of maximum wind speed in the

northwesterly jet. The strong speed gradient associated with the exit region of the

northwesterly jet is quite evident. A well-defined minimum in horizontal wind speeds can be

seen in association with the trough axis that extended through central Oklahoma and Kansas

at this time. By 27/00, the main features in the wind field at 10 km had propagated eastward

at approximately 12 m s -1 (Fig. 6b). The region of sharpest cyclonic turning in the wind

field is now analyzed in extreme western Missouri and Arkansas. The jet axis is now clearly

identifiable extending through Colorado into the Panhandle Region of Oklahoma. The

intense is0tach gradient-between the jet cor¢-_d troUgia _XiS is squarely within the wind

profiler network at this time. ii i-s Quite evident thatair exiting the jet core in westerri

Oklahoma experienced rapid deceleration as it flowed southeastward toward the trough axis.

The horizontal divergence and relative vorticity at 10 km are shown in Fig. 7. At

26/18, a maximum in positive vorticity is located over the panhandle of Oklahoma with

positive values extending eas_ard to western Missouri and Arkansas. The: trough axis that

was situated in eastern Oklahoma at 26/18 (Fig. 6b) is not clearly delineated in the vorticity

fiel& _e observed vorticity over Oklahoma and Kansas will be shown to be due to

horizontal speed shear associated with the jet and cyclonic turning in the low amplitude

trough. By 27/00, however, the north-south oriented axis of positive vorticity (Fig. 7d) is

more clearly aligned with the trough axis identifiable in the wind field (Fig. 6b). Values near

the trough axis have increased during the previous six hours. This is indicative of an overall

amplification of the upper tropospheric wave pattern.
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Thehorizontaldivergenceat 10km is alsocloselycoupledto theadvancingjet streak

and to the short-wavetrough. At 26/18, an axis of positive horizontal divergencewas

orientedthroughcentralOklahomawestof the troughaxis andeastof the maximum wind

speedgradient (Fig. 7a). Convergencewas diagnosedin the speedgradient from the

panhandleregion,northward. At 27/00(Fig. 7c), thesouthernportion of the divergenceaxis

at 10km had shiftedeastwardwith thepropagatingandevolving wind field while the more

northerly portions had remainedstationary. This is consistentwith the jet core advancing

into Oklahomaand the trough axis moving eastward. Also, the maximum in horizontal

divergencealong this axis had shiftednorthwardat 27/00 althoughthe central Oklahoma
maximum at 26/18 had movedbeyondthe coverageof theWPDN. An axis of horizontal

convergencebecomesidentifiableat 27/00alignedalongthe northwesterlyjet core (Fig. 6b)

throughColoradoandinto theOklahomaPanhandle.A maximumin horizontalconvergence

occursin thejet coreover theRedRiver.
Since the horizontal divergenceplays sucha key role in determiningageostrophic

motionsand verticalvelocity, it is instructiveto examinethe contributionsof the individual

componentsof thisquantity. Usinga naturalcoordinatesystemorientedwith thewind flow,

thehorizontaldivergencecanbewritten

Div=bU _._ U (1)
_s _n R,

Where "c/is the horizontal wind speed, s is directed along the observed airflow, n is directed

to the right of the motion, [3 is the wind direction and _(t is the radius of trajectory curvature.

The first term on the right of Eqn. 1 accounts for the divergence of air parcels along the

direction of motion, the second term quantifies the difluence of streamlines and the third term

is due to advection of trajectory curvature by the mean wind. Following Cammas and

Ramond (1989), the along- and cross-stream gradients are calculated, where:

U_, Ox OyJ

On U U_, 3x OyJ"

The curvature advection term in Eqn. 1 is determined as a residual by differencing the

Cartesian coordinate representation of the horizontal divergence and the sum of the speed

divergence and directional difluence terms. For the case considered here, the contribution to
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thehorizontaldivergenceby thecurvatureadvectionremainedat leastafactor of five smaller
thanthe sumof thefirst two termson thefight of Eqn. 1.

Thecontributionof thenaturalcoordinatecomponentsof thehorizontaldivergenceat

10km is shownin Fig. 8. A largedegreeof cancellationcanbe seenbetweenthe speedand
directionaldifluenceterms. The directionaldifluence,however,did tend to be slightly more

positive (Fig. 8b) than the speeddifluencewasnegative(Fig. 8a) in central and eastern
Oklahomaat 26/18. Not unexpectedly,thespeeddifluencewasnegativeor convergentin the

exit region of the strong jet while directionaldifluence was positive aheadof the speed

gradient. The cancellationvanished,however, aheadof the speedgradient in eastern
Oklahoma at 26/18 where the speeddifluence was Weaklypositive while the directional

difluence in the trough resultedin positive valuesof the total horizontal divergence. The

contribution due to curvatureadvectionwaspositivein the regionof cyclonic turning (Fig.

8c) although the magnitudestendedto be much smaller. Interestingly, the axis of the

divergentcontributiondue to curvatureadvectionis displacedwestof thetrough axis. This

displacementis due to the lower relative wind speedsin the trough axis. While the
maximum cyclonic curvaturewas in easternOklahoma(roughly parallel to the lxl0-6s -1

isoplethin Fig. 8c),the wind speedsandcurvaturecorrelatedmostpositively approximately

200km westof thetroughaxis.

The changesin the natural coordinatecontributions to the horizontal divergence
between26/18 and 27/00 areconsistentwith the eastwardpropagationof the wind field.

Since the exit region of the jet is more squarelywithin the profiler array at 27/00, the

resolution of the divergencecomponentsis morecertain. Directional difluence tends to
remain dominantin easternOklahomawhile a regionof directional confluenceis resolved

extendingfrom westernOklahomainto northeasternColorado. The axisof speedconfluence
now extendsnorthward from south-centralOklahomaand curvesnortheastwardalong the

wind speed gradient west of the trough axis. While the trough remains evident in
southwesternMissouri and northwesternArkansasin the curvature term, the primary

contribution over the analysisregion is convergentowing to anticyclonic curvaturein the

wind speedgradient.
The ageostrophicwinds were estimatedusing the horizontal momentumequations

after Zamoraet al. (1987):
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dv (2+ _ _ _'_

du (2+ _ _ _'_

(-:
where u a and v a are the eastward and northward components of the ageostrophic wind,

respectively and w is the vertical motion calculated using the kinematic method described in

Appendix B. Time derivatives were estimated using centered differencing. Uncertainties in

the kinematic vertical velocity are discussed in appendix B; however, we assume an overall

uncertainty of 2 cm s-1 in this term. The ageostrophic components will be most influenced

by this uncertainty in regions of strong vertical shear where the horizontal gradient of u and v

are small (e.g., below the level of maximum wind along the jet axis). If we assume a vertical

shear of 10 m s- 1 km- 1 in a horizontal wind component and an uncertainty of 2 cm s- 1 in the

vertical velocity, this translates to an uncertainty in the ageostrophic wind speed of about 2 m

s-1

In order to further delineate between the components of the ageostrophic wind in the

along- and cross-stream directions, consider the natural coordinate components of the

ageostrophic wind in a frictionless atmosphere (Cammas and Ramond, 1989),

1 dU
Vo_ =+----

fdt

1 U:

fR,

where Van and Vas are the cross and along-stream components of the ageostrophic wind,

respectively. It can be seen that the cross-stream ageostrophic wind is due primarily to

along-stream accelerations of air parcels while ageostrophic motions along the airstream arise

from centripetal accelerations on curved trajectories.

The ageostrophic winds and their associated natural coordinate components at 10 km

are shown in Fig. 9. The influence of the trough and the jet exit region are the dominant

factors at this level. While q/an nearly vanishes near the trough axis in eastern Oklahoma and

Kansas, the influence of the jet exit region is evident (to a greater extent at 27/00) with

ageostrophic flow to the right of the wind indicative of the deceleration of air parcels as they

pass from the jet core into regions of weaker pressure gradient. This pattern of 'Fan also

suggests a transverse ageostrophic circulation that is thermally indirect in the jet exit. This
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will beconsideredin moredetailbelow. While thetransverseageostrophicflow is negligible

nearthe trough axis, the observedwinds aresubgeostrophichere,asexpected,at 26/18 and
27/00. This canbe seenby examiningthe Vas field. At 26/I8, the trough axis (Fig. 6a) is

not clearly identifiable in the Vas field, although the region of negative Vas in Oklahoma and

Kansas correlates well with the rather broad region of cyclonic turning seen in the wind field.

By 27/00, subgeostrophic flow is concentrated along the trough axis delineated by the region

of negative Vas in eastem Oklahoma and Kansas and western Missouri and Arkansas. The

alignment of the subgeostrophic flow regime along the trough axis and the apparent increase

in magnitude of negative Vas support the hypothesis that the flow was amplifying during this

period. Also at 27/00, large positive values of Vas are resolved over much of the western

portion of the analysis region. Positive values of Vas indicate that air parcels in this region

are following anticyclonic trajectories. This hypothesis can be examined by considering the

curvature contribution to the relative vorticity at 27/00. Shown in Fig. 10, these values were

calculated as a residual by differencing the shear vorticity and total Cartesian representation

of the relative vorticity. The streamline curvature in the western portions of the analysis

region was clearly negative. When anticyclonic streamlines move eastward at phase speeds

slower than the wind speed, the resulting radii of trajectory curvature tend to be less negative

than the streamline curvature since parcels are moving through the advancing streamline

pattern (Holton, 1979). While the eastward progression of the anticyclonically curved exit

region would have resulted in less negative values of the trajectory curvature, the relatively

slow phase speed of the pattern relative to the airflow would still lead to a negative trajectory

curvature and positive along-stream ageostrophic flow in this region.

The diagnostic framework provided by the natural coordinate representation of the

ageostrophic winds aids in an understanding of the pattern of upper tropospheric divergence

shown in Fig. 7. Consider the ageostrophic wind vectors and speeds at 27/00 (Fig. 9d). An

axis of horizontal convergence is suggested extending from south-central Kansas to north-

central Texas. This feature is also evident at 26/21 (not shown) where it extended in a north-

south direction from western Kansas through the Texas panhandle. Since the geostrophic

winds are approximately non-divergent, the horizontal divergence is closely coupled to the

ageostrophic wind. It is not surprising, then, to find a close correspondence between the

convergence resolved from the total wind field and the axis of convergence in the

ageostrophic winds in this region. The convergence in western Oklahoma was induced by a

superposition of the ageostrophic flow near the trough east of the convergence axis, the

transverse ageostrophic flow associated with the jet exit and the ageostrophic wind induced

by the anticyclonic parcel trajectories in the western portion of the analysis region.
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The transverse ageostrophic flow and horizontal divergence pattern at 10 km suggest

a thermally indirect circulation across the jet exit region. The vertical cross section of the

horizontal wind at 26/21 through the analysis domain is shown in Fig. 1 la. The jet streak is

evident in the southern half of the cross section with a strong vertical shear between 7 and 10

km. The cross-stream ageostrophic winds (Fig. 11b), as expected, reach maximum

magnitudes in excess of 30 m s-1 in the jet portion of the cross section and become positive

(to the left of the flow) in the middle and lower troposphere. The vertical motions in the

plane of the cross section (Fig. 11c) show ascent, maximizing in the middle troposphere at

just over 3 cm s-1, across the northern half of the cross section under the upper divergence

discussed above. Descent is diagnosed further south under the elevated convergence region.

Combining these two terms into a vector quantity yield a qualitative image of the transverse

ageostrophic circulation (Fig. 11d). Overlaid on the potential temperature pattern, we find

ascent in the relatively colder air north of the jet axis while the warmer air beneath the jet

core is descending. In other words, we diagnose a thermally indirect transverse circulation

centered near 5 km. The horizontal gradient of the vertical motion is clearly frontogenetical

with vertical gradients in potential temperature being tilted into the horizontal plane.

An interesting characteristic of the transverse ageostrophic circulation diagnosed late

on 26 November is the placement of the circulation to the cyclonic side of the jet axis. While

a thermally indirect transverse circulation is expected in the exit region of a jet streak

(Keyser and Shapiro, 1986), the circulation cell would tend to be centered on the jet axis in

the absence of thermal advection. The orientation diagnosed here places subsident vertical

motions beneath the advancing jet core. Unfortunately, the anticyclonic shear side of the jet

was not sampled by the profiler array during this time. We are, therefore, unable to

determine what the characteristics of the vertical motions were to the right of the jet axis.

However, by building on the previous discussion of the kinematic characteristics of the upper

troposphere, understanding the orientation of the ageostrophic circulation in the left exit

region is straightforward. The displacement of the indirect circulation resulted from the

juxtaposition of the diffluent trough axis in the northeast of the analysis domain, the jet exit

region and the anticyclonic curvature in the west. The upper tropospheric divergence in the

region of directional difluence and small but positive curvature divergence coupled with

lower tropospheric convergence associated with the weak front and developing low pressure

forced the ascending branch of the circulation. While the influence of streamline curvature

on the horizontal divergence was small in the northeast areas, the westerly ageostrophic

motions that resulted from the positive curvature (Fig. 9) contributed to the development of

upper tropospheric convergence west of the trough axis (Fig. 7). This convergence was

strengthened by a confluence of the northeasterly ageostrophic flow in the jet exit region
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(caused by along-streamparcel decelerations,Fig. 9) and the positive along-stream

ageostrophicflow associatedwith anticyclonic trajectories(Fig. 10) beneaththe jet core.
This resulted in strongupper troposphericconvergenceoverwesternOklahomaand Kansas

forcing thediagnoseddescentin thisregion.
An alternate interpretationof the forcing of the ageostrophiccirculation can be

obtainedby consideringthe geostrophicforcing of the Sawyer-Eliassenequation. Provided

that the potential vorticity is everywherepositive, this equationis a secondorder elliptic

partial differential equation that diagnosesan ageostrophicstreamfunctionrequired to
maintain thermal wind balancein straight jet-front systems(Keyser and Shapiro, 1986).

Symbolicallyandqualitativelywecanwrite,

_vQ_0 _u0_0
r,..o= I =QI+Q2

ay ax

where (o is the circulation streamfunction, u,g and r.,E are the geostrophic components in the

along front (parallel to x.) and cross front (parallel to y} directions and x and y are oriented

along and across the upper level jet-front system respectively. O 1 is the geostrophic

stretching deformation and quantifies the effect of geostrophic confluence forcing scale

contractions on the frontal temperature gradient. (22 accounts for horizontal geostrophic

shear rotating along front thermal gradients into the cross front direction. A schematic

representation is shown in Fig. 12. While there are inherent difficulties in a quantitative

application of this equation to data (Cammas and Ramond, 1989), without excessive flow

curvature, the diagnosed vertical circulation should agree qualitatively with the geostrophic

forcing.

The Sawyer-Eliassen forcing, (21 and q2, in the plane of the cross section of Fig. 11

are displayed in Fig. 13. The total geostrophic forcing of the transverse circulation is

negative and would, therefore, tend to force a thermally indirect circulation. The total

forcing reaches a maximum near 9.0 km over central Oklahoma. The location of the

maximum forcing coincides with the diagnosed center of circulation (Fig. 1 lc) although the

forcing maximum is displaced several km above the circulation center. By examining the

components of the geostrophic forcing, we find that the geostrophic confluence, (21, is the

dominant term. The dominance is due, in large part, to very small magnitudes of _us/3n in

the cross section. While considerable warm air advection is diagnosed (strongest warm air

advection is found near the diffluent trough), the small cross-stream shear in u# would have

little effect in rotating the thermal gradient into the cross-stream direction. As expected from

thermal wind arguments, the cross-stream thermal gradients are maximized just below the jet

core in the extreme southwestern portion of the cross section. However, due to a decrease in
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themagnitudeof the horizontalconfluencein the geostrophicwind in this region Od reaches

maximum magnitudes northeast of the jet core on the cyclonic side.

The important point here is that the kinematically-derived ageostrophic circulation

agrees qualitatively with the total geostrophic forcing. We have found that this forcing is

generated predominantly by a frontogenetical amplification of the cross-stream temperature

gradients by the geostrophic wind. Recall Fig. 11d that shows the vertical gradient of

potential temperature being tilted into the horizontal plane by the thermally indirect vertical

circulation.

3c The Cloud Event of November 26: Regional and Local Description

The analysis of the objectively analyzed radiosonde and wind prof'der data has

enabled us to infer the dynamical characteristics of the large scale flow during this period.

However, our primary goal is to understand how the cloud fields (cirrus, in particular)

evolved in concert with the dynamics. Indeed, it is this connection between the large-scale

characteristics and the macroscopic properties of the resulting clouds that will ultimately be

combined with the observed microphysical and radiative characteristics to yield improved

parameterizations of cloud occurrence and optical properties in GCMs.

Consider again the GOES satellite imagery (Fig. 5) of the cloud band as it progressed

over central and eastern Kansas and Oklahoma from 26/18-27/00. At 26/18, the cloud

system appeared as a linear feature oriented approximately south to north from central Texas

through Oklahoma and into eastern Kansas where the system broadened into a fairly

extensive cloud system centered on Iowa. In north Texas, the band appears to be composed

primarily of middle-level clouds while the clouds become progressively brighter and more

cirriform in nature from central Oklahoma, northward. The horizontal width of the band

increases from approximately 100 km in central Oklahoma to more than 250 km in northeast

Kansas. It is important to note here that this particular cirrus system cannot be classified as a

typical jet-stream cirrus event where cirrus is often observed to be elongated parallel to the

wind flow. The upper tropospheric flow here is generally perpendicular to the orientation of

the cloud field and the system propagates roughly at the phase speed of the dynamical

pattern. East of the cloud band in Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas, low and middle-level

clouds with some cirrus was associated with a developing southerly flow from the Gulf of

Mexico. Skies cleared considerably in western Kansas and the panhandle region of

Oklahoma and Texas.

The high cloud optical depths calculated using visible GOES 7 data and the technique

of Minnis et al. (1993) are shown in Fig. 14. Optically thin cirrus is diagnosed along much
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of the band through central Oklahoma. Optical depthsincreasesubstantiallyin southern

Kansas. It is noteworthy that a simple examination of the IR imagery does not suggest a

large change in the character of the cloud band in south-central Kansas. While some

variability in the brightness is evident, no large changes occur in the IR from central

Oklahoma into northern Kansas. However, at visible wavelengths, the southwest-northeast

oriented spur of cirrus in south-central Kansas identifiable in the infrared imagery represents

the southern extent of the optically thickest cloud line. We speculate that these

characteristics are evidence of the well-known property of thin cirrus that the infrared

emissivity approaches unity more rapidly than the visible reflectivity (Ackerman et al.,

1988).

By 26/21, the entire cloud structure had progressed eastward. The leading edge of the

main cloud band in the infrared imagery is identified in eastern Texas and Oklahoma.

Evaluation of the satellite-derived visible optical depths are not possible at 26/21 due to

increasing solar zenith angles. Farther north in northeastern Oklahoma and southeast Kansas,

a series of three southwest-northeast oriented cloud lines are identified. Animation of the

imagery suggests that these lines were becoming increasingly brighter with time, indicating

active cirrus generation, and propagating southeastward toward the leading edge of the

primary cloud system. Apparently, cloud generation was occurring in a wave-like pattern

oriented nearly parallel to the weak southwesterly flow aloft. The southwestern portion of

these active generation regions tended to be advected faster toward the east by the advancing

jet streak (Fig. 6) than the northeastern segments. This resulted in the north-south orientation

of the cloud line in the infrared imagery. This is particularly evident between 26/21 and

27/00. Fig. 15 shows the brightest band as it passed through southeast Kansas between 26/21

and 27/00. The initial southwest-northeast orientation at 26/21 gradually became more

north-south as the southern portions were more rapidly advected eastward relative to the

northern parts.

By 27/00, the leading edge of the main cloud band had passed eastward into Arkansas

and Missouri. The trailing portions of the band are identified over southeastern Kansas and

eastern Oklahoma. The region of clear skies had also progressed eastward into central

Oklahoma and Kansas while cirrus can be identified in the northwesterly flow over Colorado,

western Kansas and Oklahoma in association with the ridge-crest cirrus system identified

earlier.

The broad characteristics of the cloud field that passed over Kansas and Oklahoma

are strongly coupled to the synoptic-scale dynamics discussed above. During its passage

through the analysis region, the cloud band existed between the wind speed gradient

associated with the advancing jet streak and the diffluent trough axis to the east. The cloud
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band propagatedeastwardwith thesedynamical structUresand maintained its overall

orientation with them throughoutthe period. This correspondencecan be understoodby

consideringthehorizontaldivergencein theuppertroposphere(Fig. 7). At 26/18, thecloud

bandcanbeseento extendalongtheaxisof horizontaldivergencethroughcentralOklahoma

andKansas. The placementof thehorizontaldivergencewestof thetrough axis andeastof

the speedgradient was discussedearlier. The coupling between the cloud and upper

troposphericdivergenceremainedstrongat 27/00 (Fig 6b) where the axis of horizontal
divergence existed along the Kansas-Oklahoma border. At this time, the maximum

divergence had shifted north into eastern Kansas. Satellite imagery suggests the brightest

clouds at 27/00 were north of the Kansas-Oklahoma border with dissipating cloud cover over

eastern Oklahoma where upper tropospheric divergence had decreased.

Of course, any correspondence of the cloud features with the horizontal divergence

pattern in the upper troposphere follows directly from the vertical motions implied by mass

continuity. Fig. 16 shows a time sequence of kinematic vertical velocity cross sections that

transect the cloud band along the Kansas-Oklahoma border. As expected, large scale ascent

is diagnosed in the middle and upper troposphere during this period. Broad gentle descent is

also resolved in the lower stratosphere (the tropopause during this period was near 10.5 km).

At 26/18, ascent is diagnosed between 2 and 8.5 km along the entire cross section with

maximum vertical velocities of just over 3 cm s"1 occurring along 97.5" W - the approximate

location of the cloud band identified in Fig. 5a. Values greater than 2 cm s" 1 are estimated to

extend to 7.5 km at this time. By 26/21, the vertical motion pattern along the cross section

had shifted eastward and intensified significantly. Maximum ascent is still resolved near 4.5

km with peak values greater than 5 cm s -1 along 95-96" W. Positive vertical motions are

also resolved to a higher elevation at 26/21 with values greater than 2 cm s-1 occurring to 8

km and positive vertical motions suggested to 11 km. Recall that during this period, active

cirrus cloud formation was occurring in bands near the Kansas-Oklahoma border. These

bands were propagating southeastward towards the leading edge of the main cloud formation.

The cross section of vertical motions along the central portion of the main cloud shield at

26/21 is shown in Fig. 17. As before, peak upward motions are resolved in the middle

troposphere near 37 N just south of the Kansas-Oklahoma border. The upper troposphere

near this latitude is ascending while upper tropospheric subsidence is diagnosed north and

south of the cirrus generation area. Also, as suggested by imagery, the vertical motions

throughout the troposphere decrease markedly in central and southern Oklahoma. By 27/00

(Fig. 16c), the region of maximum ascent had shifted eastward into southwest Missouri and

subsidence is resolved west of 98" W in all but a thin tropospheric layer between 9 and 12

km. The positive vertical motions are consistent with cirrus advancing into the western
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portion of the areain associationwith the approachinglarge-scaleridge-crestcloud system.
The trailing edgeof the cloud bandunderconsideration now existed over extreme eastern

Kansas and Oklahoma.

Fortuitously, the Hub of the FIRE CIRRUS-II project at Coffeyville, Kansas (Fig. 1)

was located very near the maximum large scale vertical motions and most intense cirrus

generating region. This allowed extensive sampling of the characteristics of the clouds

forced by the vertical motions described above. Fig. 18 shows a time-series of the data

collected by The Pennsylvania State University 94 GHz cloud radar (Clothiaux et al., 1994)

on the afternoon of 26 Nov. The leading edge of the cloud shield was f'wst observed over

Coffeyville at about 9 km. The layer of cirrus rapidly thickened after 1900 UTC, resulting in

a cloud layer with a base at about 6.5 km and top ranging from 8.8 to 9.5 km. Aircraft

reports indicate very thin cirrus extended up to about 10.5 km. The radar profile shows

regions of enhanced power after 1915 UTC indicative of convective ceUs within the main

cloud layer. Three organized precipitation streamers that penetrated below 6 km occurred

between 1945 and 2115 as cloud base gradually lowered (Fig. 18). After 2115, a definite

change in the character of the cloud was noted as cloud base lowered quite rapidly and

returned power increased. By 2200 UTC cloud base was observed near 3 kilometers. (Note

that the radar minimum range was set at 3 km during this period, which precluded

measurements below this height; cloud base did drop below 3 km as evidenced by ceilometer

measurements.) Cloud top during this time was observed to decrease slightly to 8 km. The

next major change in the cloud deck occurred after 2215 UTC. Cloud top and the upper

extent of the region of enhanced reflectivity became more diffuse and cloud top began to

decrease rapidly while the lower portions remained nearly unchanged. By 2330 UTC only

scattered clouds were observed by the radar.

The local evolution of the vertical thermodynamic and moisture structure is of

considerable importance when attempting to understand the coupling between the diagnosed

dynamics and the observed locaI and regional cloud fields. We will consider the CLASS

radiosonde soundings (see Fig. 1) recorded at Coffeyville, Iola (IOL), Arkansas City (ARK)

and Muskogee (MUS) at 26/12, 26/15, 26/18, 26/21 and 27/00. Relative to Coffeyville,

ARK is about 140 km to the west, IOL about 100 km to the north and MUS about 160 km to

the south. Also recall that the actual release times of the soundings are 30-45 minutes prior

to the nominal sounding time and that the sondes reached 8 km about 25 minutes after

launch. The time series of soundings for Coffeyville are shown in Fig. 19 where each

successive sounding is offset by 10 °C. Fig. 20 shows time-height cross sections of relative

humidity and plotted in Fig. 21 are time series of potential temperature profiles.
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The tropopauseat Coffeyville waslocatedat about10.5km (245 mb at -59.5 °C) at

26/15and slightly lower at 26/18and26/21(Fig. 19). A muchlower tropopause(9.4 km at
290 mb and-51.1 °C) wasobservedat 27/00althoughtheregionbetween9.8 and 10.7does

have a troposphericlapserate at this time with relative humidity (ice) greaterthan 60%.

Recall that this last soundingpassedthroughthe most vertically developedportion of the

cirrus cloud band. Complexuppertroposphericstability structure(multiple tropopause)is
commonin soundingstaken in thevicinity of jet cores(e.g.,Starr andWylie, 1990). The

ARK soundingsshow a similar patternwith continuedtropopauselowering and complex
structureafter the cloud bandhadpassedwhile IOL andMUS showlessdramaticchanges

(Fig. 21). The generaltendencyis consistentwith the diagnosedweakly subsidentvertical

motionsin the lowerstratosphere(Fig. 16).
The soundingsgenerallyexhibit a remarkabledegreeof thermal structure with a

number of persistentand highly stablefeatures(Fig. 21). Each location has a strong
inversionat aboutthe2 km level thatdoesnot appearto changewith time. Eachalsoshows

a second inversion that initially occurred at about the 3 km level (26/12) but then

subsequentlylifted (especiallyafter 26/18) before becoming fairly diffuse by 27/00 at

Coffeyville andIOL whereintensemoisteningandcloud developmentoccurredbelow the 6

km level. By 27/00,this featurewaslocatedjust belowthe5 km level at ARK. Anotherless

distinct but persistentstablefeaturewasalsoinitially observedjust abovethe 6 km level at
eachsite. This stablezonetendedto lift weaklyuntil 26/21at Coffeyville andIOL followed

by adramaticrise. This featurehasgoodcorrespondencewith cloud basebetween26/19and
26/21 at Coffeyville and capsthe region of very dry air below the region of initial cloud

formation (Fig. 20). The observedvertical displacementsof the mid-troposphericstable

features(and isentropes)is in very good agreementwith the diagnosedpatternof vertical

motion both temporallyandspatially.
Warm air advectionwasobservedat Coffeyville throughoutthe upper troposphere

above7 km in associationwith the progressivehumidification of the region. However,

strongcooling wasobservedbetween26/21 and27/00 (Fig. 21). Similar tendencieswere
observedat theothersitesalthoughdifferencesareseenin the lower extentof the regionof

warm advectionandin the timing of the changeoverto cold advection. It is likely that the

changeoverfrom warm tocoldadvectionroughlycoincidedwith thedissipationof the upper

portion of thecirrus bandobservedafter 2245at Coffeyville (Fig. 18) thoughthis cannotbe

definitively establishedwith the availabledata. The passageof the bright southwest-
northeastcirrus bandatIOL (Fig.5b)alsocorrespondsfairly well with thechangeoverthere.

The thermalstructureassociatedwith thiseventshoweda gooddealof variability and

complex development. The evolution of the moisture field as observedby the CLASS
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radiosondesalso exhibitsquite interestingevolution. The 26/15and 26/18 soundingsfrom

Coffeyville (Fig. 19) showa layer of enhancedmoisture(60% or greater)at analtitudeof 7
km with very dry air aboveandbelowthis layer(Fig. 20). The26/18soundingwasmadein

the cloud-freedry slot just aheadof the cloud band(Fig. 15). By 26/21, relative humidity

exceeded80% in layerslocatedat 7 and 8.8 km. The latter correspondsfairly well to the

location of cirrus cloud top while the former correspondsto the layer where cloud

developmentwasobservedafter26/19 (Fig. 18). Laterat 27/00,relative humidity exceeded

100 % in the lower layer that had mergedwith the upper moist layer. Very strong

moisteninghadoccurredbetween3 and6 km in agreementwith theradarcloudobservations

at26/23 andthecalculatedverticalmotionforcing (Fig. 14). Enhancedhumidity is found up

to nearly 11 km. This soundingpassedthroughthe cloud systemat its most vertically

developedstage(Fig. 18).

Soundingsmade to the north at IOL show similar moisture structure (Fig. 20)
although the humidification abovethe 8 km level was observedearlier (26/15). This is

consistentwith the satellite imagery that indicatesa much broaderregion of cirrus cloud

developmentto the north of Coffeyville. The relativehumidity patternsat Coffeyville and

IOL areremarkablysimilarat lower levels. Theevolutionof themoisturefield to the westat

ARK showsa less intensepatternof moistening. The final 27/00 soundingat ARK was

madein the clearregion following thecloud band(Fig. 5c) and indicatessubstantialdrying
of the upper troposphere.Besidesresolvingthemain cirrus deckbetween6 and 9 km, the

26/21ARK soundingalsogivessomeindicationof anotherlayerof possiblecloud formation
nearthe 10km levei thatis consistent-Wkh-obse_ationsfrom oneof theresearchaircraft (M.

.... _7

Poellot, personal communication). It aIs6 a_lSeii/'s that the downward extension of the cloud

layer that was observed at Coffeyville after 26/2145 (Fig. 18) had probably not developed by

the time the cloud band passed ARK. Soundings made to the south of MUS (Fig. 20) show

elevated moist layers at higher altitudes (8 and 9.5 km) that were somewhat more distinct

(e.g., at 26/21). As at ARK, the intense moistening below the 6 km level was not observed at

MUS.

From our earlier discussions, it is quite apparent that rather intense large scale ascent

existed over southeastern Kansas and northeastern Oklahoma as the synoptic scale dynamics

evolved during the afternoon 26 Nov. Evidence for this ascent was also noted in the

radiosonde time series discussed above. A time-height cross section of kinematically-derived

vertical motions using WPDN data and interpolated to Coffeyville is shown in Fig. 22. As

expected, ascent is diagnosed below 8 km throughout the period and vertical motions near

zero are diagnosed at and above the tropopause. Peak ascent remains in the layer between 3

and 4 km. The vertical velocity in the cirrus generating region between 6 and 8 km and
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26/19 and 26/21 is between2 and4 cm s"1. At 26/22,whencloud basedecreasedto less

than3km, maximumverticalvelocitieswerenear7cm s"1at 3.5km. After 26/23,theuplift

decreasessubstantiallythroughoutthe troposphere,in reasonablecorrespondencewith the

changefrom warm to cold advection. This decreasein the vertical forcing also correlates

well with the passageof thetrailing edgeof the maincloud bandto the eastof Coffeyville
depictedon satelliteimageryandin theradartime series.

Thus, the layer of initial cloudformation(7 to 9 km, Fig. 18)wasa region of warm
advectionand progressivemoisteningin associationwith upward vertical motions. This

regionwasboundedbelowby astablefrontal-like featurethatprogressivelylifted. Two pre-

existingsublayersof enhancedmoistureappearto haveresultedin initial cloud generationat

the 9 km level andthen subsequentcloud generationat aboutthe 7 km level in responseto

the continuedforcing aswell aspossiblythe moisteningdue to evaporationof ice crystals

sedimentingfrom thehigherlayer. Thesetwo layersquickly merged. At 26/18just prior to
cloud formation, the thermal stratification in the layer from about 7 to 8 km was

approximatelyneutralwith respectto ice pseudoadiabaticprocesseswith distinct sublayers
exhibiting conditionalinstability. By 26/21,thisregionof weakinstability waslocatedabout

0.5 km higher in correspondencewith the lifting of the boundingstablelayer below. This

correspondswell with theradarobservationsof cellular,i.e., convective,developmentin the

cloud layer and the initial visual observations of cirrus generating cells. Layers of

conditional instability were also observed at higher levels at 26/18; however, the general

tendency was for progressive stabilization there, especially after 26/21.

The subsequent, rapid, downward growth of the cloud layer after 26/2130 at

Coffeyville was associated with a very rapid moistening of the layer between 3 km and the

base of the existing cirrus clouds. This moistening likely resulted from quasi-horizontal

advection but was also forced by the adiabatic cooling arising from the peak in upward

motion in this layer and evaporation of falling ice crystals. The region between the two

stable zones, approximately from 4 to 6 km at 26/18, was quite conditionally unstable. The

stability structure became highly variable by 26/21 but still with evidence of good convective

potential. Even at 27/00, strong conditional instability was still observed between 3 and 4.5

km. The progressive lowering of the zone of conditional instability is consistent with the

interpretation offered by Starr and Wylie (1990) based on the numerical simulations by Starr

and Cox (1985a and 1985b) where evaporation of falling ice crystals leads to downward

propagation of convective cloud generating layer through the combined effects of

evaporative moistening and the destabilizing pattern of corresponding evaporative cooling.

In the present case, we speculate that penetrative downdrafts could have developed in

association with precipitation streamers falling into this conditionally unstable layer as
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relative humidity approachedice saturationandled to the rapid downwardgrowth seenin

Fig. 18.

4. Cirrus Parameterization

The analyses presented in the preceding section have provided a time series of

vertical velocity and relative humidity averaged over spatial scales of several hundred

kilometers and centered on the FIRE Cirrus II operational hub at Coffeyville. We believe

that these fields provide an accurate description of the synoptic scale conditions at

Coffeyville, unfiltered by any model assimilation. As such, these fields represent a purely

data-based analogue to the fields generated by GCMs. The two primary differences are that

these data fields represent a directly observable atmospheric state (as opposed to GCM fields,

which represent some particular realization of the model climatology) and their time

resolution is somewhat coarser than that of a GCM. Given that these fields are analogous to

GCM fields, they can be used to drive a cloud parameterization just as the parameterizations

are driven in an actual model (Iacobellis and Sommerville, 1991). Because observations of

cloud properties were made during this period at the Coffeyville site, we have the unique

opportunity to validate the clouds generated by the parameterization scheme. As an added

benefit, our ability to simulate well the observed clouds can be used as a partial validation of

the derived cloud fields.

To test this approach, we have used the HD parameterization (see Section 1 for a brief

description) forced by the vertical velocity field shown in Fig. 22 and the relative humidity

with respect to ice observed by CLASS radiosondes at Coffeyville (Fig. 20). Vertical

velocities were computed at the top of each hour and are nominally valid during the 30

minutes before and after that hour. The humidities, however, were recorded only at 26/18,

26/21 and 27/00 and were, therefore, linearly interpolated to the hours where no observations

were available. The resulting bulk ice water contents are shown in Fig. 23 for the period

26/18 to 27/00. The temporal and vertical variability of this figure should be compared with

the radar reflectivities for the same period (Fig. 18). The simulated cloud is well correlated

with the observations in terms of bulk structure, although some differences are apparent. The

parameterization captured quite well the early development of the cirrus and the subsequent

deepening of the cloud. This latter occurs somewhat earlier in the parameterized cloud than

was actually observed. This may be due to the spatial averaging of the wind field but is more

likely due to the linear interpolation of the water vapor time series.

We have attempted to quantify one aspect of the parameterized cloud by comparing

optical depths retrieved from sun photometer observations and those derived from visible
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satellitedata (Minnis, 1993)with theopticaldepthparameterizedfrom theice watercontents

depictedin Fig. 23. To deriveopticaldepthsfrom theparameterizedice water contents,the

temperaturedependentsizedistributionparameterizationreportedby HeymsfieldandPlatt is

usedin conjunctionwith theradiativeparameterizationof EbertandCurry (1992). Sincethe

parameterizedcloud propertiesrepresenttime-averagedquantities,the sunphotometerdata

of Shiobaraand Asano(1994) were averagedto 30 minute values. Thesedatawere also
correctedfor forward scatteringof photonsinto thesolarbeam. The satelliteoptical depths

arecomputedafter thetechniqueof Minnis (1993)andrepresentspatiallyaveraged(0.5x 0.5

degree)data ata particular time. Table 1 showsthe comparison. The parameterizedand

satellite-derivedopticaldepthsweretemporallyinterpolatedto thenominalvalid timesof the

sunphotometerdata. Reasonableagreementis apparentearlyin thesimulationwith thethree

techniquesreportingvalueslessthanor equalto two. At 1945and2019,thesunphotometer

and satellite techniquessuggestthickening high clouds while the simulation suggests

thinning. By 2045,however,agreementbetweenthe parameterizedand sunphotometeris
apparentwhile the satellite-derivedvaluechageslittle. The satellite-derivedoptical depthat

2045is very uncertaindueto increasingsolarzenithangles. Thediscrepanciesbetweenthe

parameterizedvaluesandtheobservedquantitiesis maximizedduring the midpointbetween

soundings. In other words, agreement is good just after the 26/18 sounding and just before

the 26/21 sounding. This indicates that three-hourly observations of the water vapor profile

are not sufficient in this situation to resolve accurately the evolving moisture field.

Comparisons for the entire period cannot be made because the sun photometer measurements

are inaccurate at large optical thicknesses and low sun angles.

These simulation results are very encouraging from a number of perspectives. As

shown theoretically by Starr and Cox (1985a and 1985b) and observationally by Starr and

Wylie (1990) and Sassen et al. (1989), the large-scale vertical velocity is a crucial component

in the dynamical forcing of tropospheric cloud systems. The quality of this simulation

suggests that our analysis scheme captured the essence of the vertical velocity field during

this time period. Obviously, large-scale thermodynamical fields are also critical. Again, the

good quality of the simulation, including particularly the ice water path comparisons, attests

to the accuracy of our analysis. The fact that the bulk characteristics of the cloud could be

simulated adequately with synoptic-scale fields is encouraging from the point of view of

GCMs, since our fields contain information at comparable scales to GCMs.

This approach also demonstrates a clear path whereby cloud parameterizations can be

improved. By using the observed fields, we have decoupled the parameterization problem

from the model generation of forcing fields. Thus, the simulated clouds rely only on the

accuracy of the analysis and the details of the parameterization, and not on the model
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simulation (or assimilation) of the large-scalefields. While our approach has some

drawbacks,most importantly the lack of availability of the datawe require, it permits a

quantifiable,iterativeapproachto theimprovementof cloudparameterizations.

Finally, we shouldemphasizethat this is only a singlecase. We have compared

results from severalother periodsduring the FIRE Cirrus II campaign,finding varying

degreesof agreementwith cloud radar and satellite observations. For the most part,

significant disagreementwas causedby a lack of accuratewater vapor data in the upper

troposphere.This wasdueto obviousfailure of the humidity sensorsat cold temperatures

andto poor temporalresolutionof thesondelaunches.The analyzedvertical velocitieswere

questionablein severalinstances.

5. Summary and Conclusions

Field programs such as FIRE Cirrus II perform a valuable service to the scientific

community by examining in great detail the evolution of cirrus clouds and associated

radiative fields. Such a close examination provides a wealth of information from which

generalizations can be made that ultimately influence the development of parameterizations.

However, it can be state unequivocally that one of the fundamental challenges to any attempt

at improving cloud and radiation parameterizations in GCMs is how to actually couple the

model atmosphere to the physical phenomena that are observed in the real atmosphere. This

is true because, ultimately, it is the temporal and spatial scales of motion resolved by the

model that drive the parameterizafions. If the interaction between the scales represented by

the GCM and that of the clouds in not thoroughly built into the parameterizations, increased

knowledge of cloud microphysics and instantaneous radiation transfer through cirrus u,/ff not

benefit climate prediction efforts. Examining the connection between the evolving large-

scale meteorology (that which is resolvable by GCMs) and the observed macro-scale cloud

properties has been the primary focus of this paper. We have concentrated on a 12 hour

period from i2 UTC 26 November 1991 to 00 UTC 27 November i991 during the field

phase of FIRE Cirrus II held in Coffeyville, Kansas. The period we considered has become

one of the focal cloud events of the field program.

We have utilized combined wind profiler and radiosonde data to generate the large-

scale dynamical fields necessary for thorough analysis. Consistent with Thiebaux and Pedder

(1987), Davies-Jones (1993) and Mace (1994), the analysis techniques were designed to

minimize the uncertainty in the objectively analyzed quantities rather than to maximize the

spatial resolution of the analysis product. As such, the analyses resolve synoptic scale

variability and approximate a 2x2 degree grid resolution of a typical GCM. Hourly
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kinematicanalysisis possibleusingthetime-space-converted(seeAppendixA) WPDN data.

However, thermodynamicanalysesare limited by the launchscheduleof the radiosonde
network.

A primary result of this study is the obviouscoupling that has beendemonstrated

betweenthe evolution of thesynoptic-scaledynamicsandthe maintenanceof a middle and

upper troposphericcloud band. Centralto our argumentis the indirect vertical circulation
associatedwith the exit region of the strongjet streakthat propagatedinto the western

portions of the analysis region during the afternoonof Nov. 26, 1991. The vertical
circulation wasfound to bedisplacedto thecyclonic sideof thejet, placing thedescending

branchbelow thejet axisandtheascendingbranchwell to the left of theaxis, just upstream

of a small-amplitude,diffluent trough. Thedisplacementof the circulationto the left of the
axis was determined to have beencausedby a combinationof several factors. These

included the amplifying diffluent trough,and a building ridge in the southwesternUnited

States. This juxtaposition of evolving dynamicalfeaturesensuredthat the along-stream

ageostrophicflow was evolving with time andcould not be neglectedas is assumedin the

developmentof the Sawyer-Eliassenequation. The geostrophicforcing of the circulation
was found to be due primarily to geostrophicconfluence. While considerablewarm air

advectionwas diagnosednear the trough axis, small values of the geostrophicshearing

deformationwere ineffective in rotating the cross-streamthermal gradientinto the along-

streamdirection. The forcing of the circulation due to scalecontractionsassociatedwith

geostrophicconfluencewas found to maximizejust below the level of maximum wind and
severalkilometersabovethecenterof thediagnosedverticalcirculation.

Embeddedwithin the ascendingbranchof the indirect circulationwas a middle and

upper troposphericcloud band. The orientation of the cloud band with the dynamical

structuresidentified abovewasmaintainedthroughouttheperiodof thecasestudy. Satellite

imagery indicatedactivecirrus generationin thin bandsalong the Kansas-Oklahomaborder

between26/20and26/23. This regionof cloudformationcorrelatedpositively in both space
and time with the maximum vertical motionsin the ascendingbranch of the jet-induced

circulation. Thesecloudfeaturesweresampledextensivelyby theFIRE Cirrus-II field effort
in southeasternKansas and Northeastern Oklahoma. The cloud band consisted of cirrus

generating cells early in the period (26/19-26/2130) and thickening middle tropospheric

cloud after 26/2145.

We demonstrated that an effective technique to verify the response of cloud

parameterizatons to GCM-scale dynamics is to decouple the parameterization from the model

and force it with data. The output of the parameterization can then be verified against

observations. Forcing the HD parameterization with kinematically-derived vertical velocities
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(Fig. 22) and radiosonde-observedhumidities (Fig. 20), we were able to show good

correspondencebetweenthe temporaland vertical variability of the parameterizedclouds

(Fig. 23) andthat observedbycloudradar(Fig. 18). Additionally, reasonableagreementwas

displayed between HD parameterizedice water paths and those retrieved from sun

photometerobservations.

The favorablecomparisonbetweenthe observationsandparamterizedcloudsleadsto
severalconclusions:

1. Cirrus cloudinessformed as part of a baroclinic leaf cloud structure can be
successfully parameterizedusing a diagnostic cirrus parameterizationand large-scale

dynamics. It shouldbenotedthat,dueto low horizontalwind speedsin thecirrus generation

region, horizontal advectionof ice over largedistanceswas likely not a factor. Thus, the

bulk diagnosticschemeperformedwell.

2. Given the sensitivity of the HD parameterization to the large-scale vertical

velocity, we conclude that the diagnostic analyses generated from the WPDN data were of

high enough quality to capture the essence of the vertical velocity field over Coffeyville.

This also lends credence to the overall dynamical setting derived from the WPDN analysis of

a jet-induced vertical circulation displaced poleward of the jet axis.

3. The technique used to test the HD parameterization is viable assuming adequate

availability of input fields and of suitable verification data. The technique requires hourly

wind profiler data from at least seven stations spread in an array about a central location.

Thermal and moisture fields with at least three hourly resolution are essential but may not be

sufficient in certain situations. Hourly values derived from RASS and Raman lidar would be

ideal and are necessary in certain situations. At this point the only verification of the

parameterized cloud properities is through remote sensing measurements of internal

structure. Since aircraft-based verification of these techniques may not be possible

(Vogleman and Ackerman, This Issue), greater emphasis needs to be placed on accurate

cloud property retrievals from remotely sensed data. Finally, it is quite obvious that a single

case study is not sufficient. For this technique to be truly effective, examination of numerous

events over a significant time period (1-2 years) needs to be carried out.

While short term intensive field campaigns like FIRE Cirrus II are absolutely

essential for collecting in-situ and remotely sensed cloud data for process studies and model

development, the points made above show the weakness of campaigns in parameterization
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testing and verification from data. The Departmentof Energy's (DOE) Atmospheric

RadiationMeasurement(ARM) program(SokesandSchwartz,1994)is specificallydesigned

to addresspoint 3 above. ARM hasestablisheda long-termobservationalfacility known as

the SouthernGreat Plains(SGP) Cloudsand RadiationTestbed(CART) site withing the
inner arrayof theWPDN (Fig. 1). This facility will providetheverificationdataneededfor

parameterizationdevelopmentandtesting. The ARM programsis, essentially,built around

the conceptknown assinglecolumnmodeling(SCM) whereall physical parameterizations

areforced by observeddynamicalfields. Thediscussionwepresentedbuilt aroundthe HD

parameterizationis a first step in the SCM concept. If properly implementedover a

significantperiodof time, improvementsin GCM parameterizationswill follow. However,

the successof the SCM conceptappliedto the SGPCART site dependsprimarily on the
quality of the input data. A primary componentof the input datais observationsfrom the

inner array of the WPDN. No other observationalplatform can generatethe temporal,

vertical and spatialconsistencyneededin theSCMconcept. It canbestatedwith reasonable

certaintythat without a highquality datastreamfrom theinnerarrayof theWPDN, thedata-

basedSCM approachoriginallyenvisionedby ARM will notsucceed.

Our future work is directed at more quantitative verification of cirrus cloud

parameterizations.Usingthesizedistributionsdescribedby HeymsfieldandPlatt (1984)and

the radiativeparameterizationof Ebert and Curry (1991),we are perfoming full radiative
calculationsbasedon theHD parameterizationderivedfrom theentireFIRE CirrusII dataset.

These results are being verified with surface-basedobservationsand satellite-derived

properties. Thesetechniques,derived from the FIRE Cirrus-II period, are beingported to
operationallyprocesstheARM SGPdatastream.Currentplansareto implementafull data-

basedsinglecolumnmodel (Iacobellisand Sommerville,1991)andto apply this model to

longtime seriesof data.
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Appendix A

Time-SpaceConversionTechnique

In the past, the temporal resolution of observed tropospheric wind profiles was

limited to the time required for a radiosonde to make an ascent from the surface to the

tropopause. The finest temporal resolution possible tended to be about 2-3 hours. Also, due

to the cost of operating temporally enhanced radiosonde networks, this resolution was only

possible for short durations. A distinct advantage of wind profiler observations is the

temporal continuity of the vertical profiles. To take advantage of the temporal continuity, an

algorithm has been developed that converts the observed temporal characteristics of the wind

into a spatial distribution of independent observations.

To preserve the integrity of the data, the time-space conversion (TSC) technique

described here is limited in scope and is applied during a three hour period only when certain

conditions are met. The period that is considered for the conversion extends from 1 hour

before (denoted t_l) to one hour after (t+l) a current (tO) observation. All three observations

in time at a particular level must be present. The assumption is made that the winds along a

curved trajectory streamline are subject only to the centripetal acceleration necessary to

maintain the air parcels on the streamline. Additionally it is assumed that the wind speeds

vary linearly along the trajectory. With these assumptions, the approximation can be made

that 'V',, _='E.'*_, and _',, = '/Z'-_,, where the superscripts refer to the time and the subscripts refer

to a distance upstream (su), downstream (sa_ and at the profiler location (sp). Therefore, the

distances, su and sacare increments of arc appropriate for the location of the winds ,'I_, _ and

,'I_- _, respectively. These distances are estimated using forward and backward finite

differencing to be,

,. --At(v? +v,")
2

, +v,'-')
2

The endpoints of the streamline trajectories must be located in space. The schematic in Fig.

A1 shows the geometry that is considered. It is assumed that the streamline defined by the

three observations has a single radius of curvature. _ is estimated by fist mapping the
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WPDN observationsat time, t0, to a Cartesian grid and then estimating the radius of

streamline curvature, Rs, by incrementally stepping forward and backward along an arc of

i00 km that is defined by the spatial distribution of wind observations. After determining

Pvtcan be estimated using the equation (Holton, 1993),

1 I 1 a13

R R V_at
Sp

where 13 is the observed wind direction at the profiler site and 313/_t is estimated using

centered differencing. Since the uncertainty in P_t increases with increasing curvature, the

TSC algorithm does not continue if P_t is found to be less than 1000 km. The center of

rotation of the parcel trajectory is then determined by noting that Pvt is normal and to the

wind direction and to the left (right) of the flow for positive (negative) P_. Therefore,

< = _ - R cos(13)

Y, = Yr - R sin(j3)

where Xc and Yc are the coordinate locations of the center of curvature and Xp and yp are the

coordinates of the profiler. The upstream and downstream locations are then estimated by

noting that,

R

_ Sat

R

where otu and t_dare the angles subtended by the upstream and downstream locations with

the radius of trajectory curvature. Therefore,

,¢= _,+ _.cos(a.+ 13)

Y, = Y, + R sin(or _ + 13)

<,= < +_.cos(13-a,)

Y, = Y, + R sin(j3 -_,)

are the upstream and downstream locations assigned to the winds observed by the profiler at

times t+l and t_ 1 respectively.
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AppendixB
KinematicVertical Velocitiesfrom WindProfiler Data

The profile of vertical velocity can be determinedby solving the continuity

equation(Holton, 1993),

a
ap +(V,. p_) =__z(pw) (B1)¥

assuming the vertical profile of horizontal divergence is known to good accuracy and

appropriate boundary conditions are specified. In most previous applications of the

kinematic method, pressure was used as the vertical coordinate since the winds necessary

to determine the horizontal divergence were acquired from radiosonde data. An

exception to this is the work of Carlson and Forbes, 1988, and Hermes, 1991. Since

wind profilers measure the wind in physical height coordinates, no supplemental

thermodynamic information is generally available that allows unambiguous mapping of

the measured horizontal winds onto pressure surfaces. Therefore, in order to make the

application of the kinematic method as general as possible, the continuity equation must

be solved in a geometric height coordinate system.

Applying a vector identity to the mass flux convergence term on the right of Eqn.

B1, using scale analysis for midiatitude synoptic-scale motion (Holton, 1993),

substituting for the air density from the ideal gas law in the second term on the left,

dividing through by the air density, and solving for the vertical gradient of the vertical

velocity from the three dimensional velocity divergence, Eqn. B 1 can be written,

aw=w(g +laT]_(v,_ ] alnp

az _.RT cr az j ' ' at (B2)

where all symbols take on their usual definitions and the subscript h is used to signify

that only the horizontal components are considered. Eqn. B2 is a first order, linear, non-

homogeneous differential equation that has a solution,

wi+_ exp[-f,i"'c_ dz]*f_i'"(-V.Qh-_t_)exp[-_dz']:k F _z'"cl "]= T + *e×pL-L (B3)



wherect ----g +--.aT The subscripts/and i+1 represent discrete vertical levels and wi+ 1 is
R 0z

the vertical velocity at the vertical level i+1 determined by solving the right hand side

using the vertical velocity, w i, as a lower boundary condition. Eqn. B3 can be simplified

by bringing the In'st exponential term on the right within the leading integrand. The

integral arguments of the exponential terms then subtract, changing the limits of

integration in the argument of the exponential. The resulting expression can be written,

s:( E :tkz,, - 01np xp dz' +c*exp --dz'
wi'l= , "V*Vh" Ot , T . (B4)

The solution of the e/_uafi-on for the vertical ve]ocYty a(°s_me-ievel then depends _on" the-

vertical profile of horizontal divergence, the time rate of change of air density and a

boundary condition. For simplicity of notation, the time rate of change of air density will

be incorporated in to the horizontal divergence in the remaining mathematical

development and the difference of the horizontal divergence and the local air density

tendency will be denoted by the horizontal divergence. The boundary value, c, is the

vertical velocity at the bottom or top of the vertical interval depending of the integration

is performed upwards or downwards. The development here will assume an upward

integration. Since the horizontal divergence and temperature are assumed known, this

equation can be solved analytically by accounting for the vertical discretization of the

data.

Following Hermes (1991), the assumption is made that the horizontal divergence

varies linearly between data points according to the following equation,

Divg(z) = moz + B o

where mD represents the slope of the divergence between data points, and _) is the

intercept. It must be further assumed that the temperature in the layer being considered

is isothermal with a value midway between the temperature at the top and bottom of the

layer. In other words, the assumption is made that the vertical temperature profile is

piecewise isothermal. The impact of these two assumptions will be discussed below.

Applying the isothermal assumption to the temperature profile and evaluating the
=L2 - - :7,_ .... L -77_.=; " _ :=:

integrals to the exponential arguments, Eqn. B4 becomes
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- C 1

w_., "lro l_ J.

Invoking the piecewise linear assumption to the horizontal divergence, we can write

re, Ir ,,,.. c,j
w,.,--ex_-_z,.,]_mDj,zexpL-z_jaz+r_Dj,,- [ ,0j j w,exp[-_ ]

The two resulting integral terms on the fight can now be evaluated analytically,

Clexl_--'_-zi+llTo ( ¢ r" "lr .. ,l',., ",:

=_ L '° .n,J ,mD_exl_.Clzllz.lO|, .BD#eX_-.C---LlZll ].w,.expI_C-AArl

w,+, c, _ l "[-To .Jk c,.)J,, l "[-To JJ...) L jTo

035)

The sensitivity of Eqn. B5 to the assumptions imposed on the profiles of

temperature and horizontal divergence was examined with several analytical functions.

The sensitivity to the assumption imposed on the temperature profile was found to be

negligible in all cases. The difference in the vertical velocities derived with an analytical

divergence profile and a discrete version of the profile reached a maximum of 0.5 cms-1

only when a single convergence/divergence couplet existed in the vertical column.

A further limitation to the accuracy of Eqn. B5 when applied to wind profiler

network data is the specification of an appropriate lower boundary condition. Since the

lowest data level occurs near 500 m above the local ground level with the WPDN data, a

significant portion of the near-surface layer is not sampled. Therefore, the most obvious

boundary condition, that the vertical velocity at the surface is zero, becomes somewhat

more difficult to impose. Hermes (1991) estimated the vertical velocity across the lower

data boundary using estimates from a radiosonde network. Carlson and Forbes (1989)

reasoned that the vertical motions in the lower stratosphere are typically small in a mass-

weighted sense and solved the continuity equation from the top of the column to the

lowest level. Since the data column observed by the WPDN wind profilers begins near

500 m above ground level (Hermes' data ended at 2.3 km while Carlson's and Forbes'

data ended near 1 km), the horizontal divergence is linearly extrapolated from the lowest
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datalayersto the surfacewherethe verticalvelocity is known to bezero. The influence

of sloping terrainis ignoreddueto thelow relief typical of theanalysisregion.

As noted by numerousinvestigators(O'Brien, 1970;Holton, 1977; Carlsonand

Forbes,1989;StarrandWiley, 1990),errorsin the horizontaldivergenceat a particular

level tend to becommunicatedto all higherlevels. This resultsin large uncertaintiesin

thecalculatedvertical motions. Therefore,thetechniquedescribedby O'Brien (1970) is

applied. This procedureadjuststheprofile of horizontaldivergencesothat the vertical

motion is forced to obeya specifiedupperboundarycondition. Sincethe WPDN data

generallyreachesthe lower stratosphere,anuppercondition of w=0 is imposed. Using

random error generally expected from objectively analyzed wind profiler and radiosonde

data (<_2.5x10 -5 s -1) it was found that the RMS uncertainty in the kinematic vertical

velocity when adjusted by the O'Brien technique was on the order of 2 cms "1.
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FigureCaptions

Figure 1. Map showingthe locationsof wind profiler and radiosonde sites that were

operational during the FIRE II Cirrus Intensive Field Operation during Novemberember

and early December 1991. The blackened squares represent WPDN sites, the open

squares represent operational radiosonde locations and the open diamonds denote the

locations of CLASS radiosonde sites. Coffeyville, Ks is denoted by a diamond within an

open square.

Figure 2. Scatter diagram of the objectively analyzed horizontal wind components

(abscissa) compared with the wind profiler-observed horizontal wind components

(ordinate). The units are ms -1. The RMS difference in the objectively analyzed

components and the observations is 3.2 ms-1.

Figure 3. a) Amplitude response function of the overdetermined least squares spatial

filter described in the text. The solid circles are the amplitude response of the wind

speed and the open circles denote the amplitude response of the vertical component of

the relative vorticity, b) Arrangement of grid points corresponding to the amplitude

response curves shown in a). The solid circle is the central gridpoint that is being

smoothed by the distribution of surrounding gridpoints.

Figure 4. The synoptic setting for the case study period under consideration, a) 300 mb

heights and wind vectors at 12 UTC 26 November. 1991. b) surface pressure analysis at

12 UTC 26 November. 1991. The contour interval is 4 mb for the surface pressure and

60 m for the thickness, c) 300 mb heights and wind vectors at 00 UTC 27 November.

1991. Plotting convection as in a. d) surface pressure at 00 UTC 27 November. 1991.

Plotting convention as in b.

Figure 5. Infrared satellite imagery, a) 18 UTC 26 November. b) 21 UTC 26

November. c) 00 UTC 27 November. 1991.

Figure 6. Horizontal wind vectors and speeds analyzed from the time-space converted

WPDN data at a) 18 UTC 26 November. 1991 and b) 00 UTC 27 November. 1991.

The wind vectors are compass direction and the vector lengths are proportional to wind

speed. The contours are of wind speed in m s-1. The contour interval is 2 m s -1. The

solid squares denote the location of wind profiler observations used in the objective



analysis. The straight solid, dashedand dotted lines in (b) denote the location of
horizontalcrosssectionsdiscusseddiscussedlaterin thetext.

Figure7. 10km Horizontaldivergenceandrelativevorticity, a) 18UTC 26 November
horizontal divergence, b) 18 UTC 26 Novemberrelative vorticity, c) 00 UTC 27

Novemberhorizontaldivergenceandd) 00 UTC 27 Novemberrelative vorticity. The
contourinterval in (a) and(c) is lxl0 -5 s-1 andin (b) and (d), 4x10-5 s"1. Thick solid

linesdenotenegativecontours.

Figure 8. Natural coordiantecomponentsof the horizontaldivergence, a) 18UTC 26

Novemberspeeddifluence, b) 18UTC 26 Novemberdirectionaldifluence, c) 18UTC
26 Novembercurvatureadvection, d) 00UTC 27 Novemberspeeddifluence, e) 00

UTC 27 November directional difluence, f) 00 UTC 27 November curvature

advection. The plotting conventionis asin Figure 7 exceptthatthe contourinterval for
thecurvatureadvectionis lxl0 -5 s"1.

Figure 9. Ageostrophicwind and naturalcoordinatecomponentsof the ageostrophic

wind. a) 18 UTC 26 Novemberageostrophicvectorsand speeds, b) 18 UTC 26

Novemberalong-streamcomponent,c) 18UTC 26 Novembercross-streamcomponent.

d) 00 UTC 27 Novemberageostrophicvectorsand speeds,e) 00 UTC 27 November

along-streamcomponent, f) 00 UTC 27 Novembercrossstreamcomponent. The
vectors in a andd areas in Figure6 with a contourinterval of i0 m s-1. The contour

interval in b, c, e, andf are

5 m s"1 with negativevaluescontouredwith thickerlines.

Figure 10. Curvaturecomponentof therelativevorticity at 00UTC 27 November. The
contourinterval is l x10-5 s"1with negativevaluescontouredwith bolderlines.

Figure 11. Horizontal crosssectionat 21 UTC 26 Novemberalong the thick straight

line shownin Figure6. Thecrosssectionis orientedsuchthat the left sideof theplot is

the southernend of the solid line in Figure6b. a) Horizontal wind vectorsandspeeds.

Thevectorsarecompassdirectionwith north towardsthetop of thepageandthecontour
interval is 5 m s-1. b) The cross-streamcomponentof the ageostrophicwind. Contour
interval is
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5 m s-1. c) Thekinematicallyderivedverticalvelocity. The contour interval is 2 cm s-

1 d) The ageostrophic circulation vectors derived by combining the fields in (b) and

(c). The vectors are overlain on the potential temperature contoured at a 2 K interval.

Figure 12. Schematic illustration of sign and forcing and sense of the transverse

ageostrophic circulation from the diagnostic Sawyer-Eliassen equation. Ageostrophic

circulation is denoted by solid lines; dashed lines depict an isentrope separating

potentially colder from warmer air. Small circles enclosing x and dot respectively

indicate along-front wind into and out of the cross section. Transverse ageostrophic

circulation is thermodynamically direction in (a) and indirect in (b). (After Keyser and

Shapiro, 1986).

Figure 13. Components and total forcing the Sawyer-Eliassen equation for 21 UTC 26

November 1991. a) Q1, b) Q2 and c) QI+Q2. See text for description of the forcing

terms and their physical significance to the diagnosed ageostrophic circulation.

Figure 14. High cloud visible optical depths derived from GOES data at 18 UTC 26

November.

Figure 15. GOES 7 Infrared imagery showing the progression of the middle and upper

tropospheric cloud system through the Kansas-Oklahoma region at a) 21 UTC 26

November 1991, b) 22 UTC 26 November 1991, c) 23 UTC 26 November 1991 and d)

00 UTC 27 November 1991

Figure 16. Kinematic vertical velocity cross sections along the dashed line in Figure 6.

The cross sections are oriented such that the left side of the plot is the western end of the

dashed line in Figure 6. a) 18 UTC 26 November. b) 21 UTC 26 November. c) 00

UTC 27 November. The contour interval is 1 cm s and negative values are contoured

with dashed lines.

Figure 17. Kinematic vertical velocity cross section along the dotted line in Figure 6 at

21 UTC 26 November. The cross section is oriented such that the left side of the plot is

the northern end of the dotted line in Figure 6. The plotting convention is as is Figure

16.
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Figure 18. Time-heightcrossof reflectivities(dBZe)observedby thePennsylvaniaState

University 94 GHz cloud radar from 1800 UTC 26 November. to 0000 UTC 27
November.1991.

Figure 19. Time seriesof temperaturesoundingsat Coffeyville,Kansasfrom 15UTC 26
November1991to 00 UTC 27 November1991. The profiles areeachoffset by 10°C

with 15UTC on theleft. Also depictedaretherelativehumidity profilesdenotedby the

shadingextendingto theright of eachprofile. The humiditiesarewith respectto ice at

temperaturesbelow -20oc and with respectto liquid waterat temperaturesgreaterthan

0oc. Betweenthesetemperaturesthe humidity is calculatedasa linear combinationof

iceandliquid water. The shadingbeginsat40%.

Figure 20. Time-heightcrosssectionsof therelative humidity determinedasin Figure

19from 12UTC 26 November1991to 00 UTC 27 November1991for a) Coffeyville,

Kansas;b) Iola, Kansas;c) ArkansasCity, Oklahomaandd) Muskogee,Oklahoma. See

Figure 1for the locationsof thesesites.

Figure 21. Potentialtemperatureprofile time seriesbeginningat 12UTC 26 November

1991 to 00 UTC 27 November 1991for a) Coffeyville, Kansas; b) Iola, Kansas; c)

Arkansas City, Oklahoma and d) Muskogee, Oklahoma. Each successive profile is offset

by 10°C as in Figure 19 and isentropes are drawn every 1K.

Figure 22. Kinematic vertical velocity time-height cross section derived from the wind

profiler horizontal divergence values interpolated to Coffeyville, Kansas. The plot is

from 18 UTC 26 November to 00 UTC 27 November. The contour interval is 2 cm s-1

and the zero contour is dashed.

Figure 23. Ice water content time-height cross section derived from the Heymsfield-

Donner parameterization from 18 UTC 26 November. to 00 UTC 27 November. These

values were determined by forcing the parameterization with the vertical velocities

shown in Figure 22 and the water vapor observed by radiosonde at Coffeyville (Figure

20). No calculations were performed for temperatures above freezing although the

parameterization computes ice water contents at warmer temperatures due to

precipitation from above.
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Figure A1. The geometryconsideredin the time-spaceconversionalgorithm discussed
in Appendix A.
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Table Caption

Table 1. Comparison between visible optical depths during the local afternoon of 26
November 1991. The values were determined using the cirrus parameterization

described in the text, 30 minute averaged sun photometer data and satellite-observed

visible data. See the text for further explanation.
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Paramcterization Sun Photometer Satellite

1845 1.7 1.2 1.1

1915 2.0 1.7 1.9

1945 1.5 3.5 2.8

2019 1.5 3.0 3.6

2045 1.9 1.5 3.4

Table 1.
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10 km Along-Stream Ageoslrophic Wind
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